WorldSkills Participation:
Perspectives from FE colleges, competitors and training managers

Developing & Understanding Vocational Excellence (DuVE)

Friday 17 July, 2015
10:30 – 16:45
Seminar Room 8, St Anne’s College, University of Oxford

Coffee available from 10:30am

11:00 Welcome and introductory remarks
Dr Susan James Relly, Deputy Director of SKOPE

11:15 Further Education College participation in WorldSkills and other skills competitions
Ms Jennifer Allen, University of Oxford

12:00 Impact of skills competitions on quality improvement strategies for colleges of Further Education
Nigel Leigh, Principal, Stephenson College

12:45 Lunch

13:45 WorldSkills Competitors and Entrepreneurship
Dr Maia Chankseliani, University of Oxford

14:30 Training Managers: Benefits from and barriers to WorldSkills participation
Dr Stephanie Wilde, University of Oxford

15:15 Tea and coffee

15:45 Plenary: Ms Margaret Darroch, City of Glasgow College; Prof. Ewart Keep, SKOPE; Ms Jennifer Allen, SKOPE; Dr Maia Chankleliani, SKOPE; Dr Stephanie Wilde; an employer, tbc;

16:30 Closing remarks
Dr Susan James Relly, Deputy Director of SKOPE
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